
 

KeyMacro is a powerful software for record and playback the keystrokes. 1. Record and replay the keystrokes, automatically 2.
The keystrokes can be recorded in an unlimited way, which is convenient for system administrators to debug the system 3.
KeyMacro can replay any keystrokes of the record mode, which can be very useful in debugging the system 4. The captured
keystrokes can be saved as.txt file in UTF-8 format, which is easy to edit. KeyMacro Features: 1. Record the keystrokes Record
the keystrokes by the time interval, and replay keystrokes in the time intervals. 2. Unlimited keystrokes record Unlimited
keystrokes can be recorded. 3. Replay keystrokes in the time intervals The keystrokes can be recorded and repeated in the time
intervals. 4. Save keystrokes into a.txt file The recorded keystrokes can be saved as.txt file in UTF-8 format, which is easy to
edit. 5. Auto mode Record keystrokes without manual operations. KeyMacro Features: 1. Record Keystrokes Record keystrokes
by the time interval and play back keystrokes. 2. Replay Keystrokes in the Time Intervals The keystrokes can be recorded and
replay in the time intervals. 3. Replay keystrokes in the Time Intervals The keystrokes can be recorded and replay in the time
intervals. 4. Auto Mode Record keystrokes without manual operations. KeyMacro Features: 1. Capture Keystrokes The
keystrokes can be captured and saved as.txt file in UTF-8 format, which is easy to edit. 2. Replay Keystrokes Record keystrokes
and replay keystrokes. 3. Replay Keystrokes The keystrokes can be recorded and replay in the time intervals. 4. Replay
Keystrokes The keystrokes can be recorded and replay in the time intervals. 5. Playback Keystrokes Record keystrokes and
replay keystrokes. KeyMacro Features: 1. Capture Keystrokes Capture keystrokes by the time interval and replay keystrokes. 2.
Replay Keystrokes Record keystrokes and replay keystrokes. 3. Replay Keystrokes The keystrokes can 70238732e0
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* ESCAPE: Esc * R: Rename document * C: Copy document * X: Delete document * A: Add document * S: Save document *
D: Search document * Z: Search forward * X: Search backward * Q: Close document *?: Help * CTRL+1: Align document left
* CTRL+2: Align document right * CTRL+5: Expand document * CTRL+6: Collapse document * CTRL+7: Disable document
* CTRL+8: Disable document until next save * CTRL+9: Toggle help window * CTRL+TAB: Move focus to next editable field
* CTRL+C: Copy contents of document to clipboard * CTRL+X: Delete contents of document from clipboard * CTRL+V:
Paste contents of clipboard to document * CTRL+Z: Undo last edit * CTRL+F: Toggle find search window * CTRL+I: Toggle
ignore case search * CTRL+H: Toggle highlighted search * CTRL+U: Toggle fuzzy search * CTRL+G: Toggle bookmarks *
CTRL+R: Insert new line below cursor * CTRL+C: Copy current line to clipboard * CTRL+Q: Copy current line to clipboard *
CTRL+S: Save document * CTRL+W: Close document * CTRL+H: Open document in split window * CTRL+H: Close
document in split window * CTRL+U: Open document in new window * CTRL+Y: Close document in split window *
CTRL+Z: Undo last change * CTRL+T: Cut current selection * CTRL+F: Paste current selection * CTRL+Y: Paste last
selection * CTRL+P: Paste current line * CTRL+N: Paste next line * CTRL+O: Paste last line * CTRL+I: Paste previous line *
CTRL+K: Paste line beginning with word at cursor * CTRL+L: Paste line beginning with word from clipboard * CTRL+M:
Paste last line with leading space removed * CTRL+U: Open last selected file * CTRL+T: Clear to the start of the document *
CTRL+B: Fill with the text from clipboard * CTRL+D: Paste clipboard contents into the current line * CTRL+A: Go to line
beginning with the current word * CTRL+C: Copy current
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